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Angela Maroosis

I grew up believing that I needed to be
convenient to people and the world if I
was going to be loved, respected,
appreciated, or worthy of my dreams.
Then I got so tired and unhappy with
my life that I decided to live up to my
expectations NOT the opinions of
others. I re-evaluated everything from
how I show up in relationships to the
food I put in my mouth. I decided to
support who I am and embrace the
changes that I needed to create in
order to have a fulfilling life on my
own terms.

‘Showing Up’ was a great read.  The way Angela
explains her life experiences, I was able to
imagine how she must have felt in those

situations.  The changes she made helped her to
evolve into a stronger person. It also made me
reflect on my own life’s experiences.  If you are
open to reading a book that keeps you in deep
thought, this is the one.  I only have a little time
each day to relax and read, but I looked forward

to reading the next chapter!  
- Nancy Brun

 

In this book, the Author is not afraid to let
you in on some of the complexities of her
life and her transformation of finding the
courage to live with self acceptance.  She
no longer relies on living the way others

want her to live.  Instead, she finds herself
over the course of time through many
challenges.  If you are looking to find a
deeper way to progress on your life’s

journey, this a great book for you to read.  
- Jason Foss

SHOWING UP

Q: Why did you want to write a book?

A: My book gives people a raw and honest look at
the internal dialogs that need to change if they
want something better for themselves. I called
myself out on my people pleasing behaviours and
negotiating tactics used to convince others and
myself that I was worthy, because I realized that
does NOT honour who I am. Change is tough and
soul sucking at times, but it is the path to living
with integrity, achieving your brand of success,
and experiencing a life fully lived on your terms.

Q: Does writing energise or exhaust you?

A: Writing definitely energises me. It is a part of
my healing process. I experience a full range of
emotions from grieving my past choices and
actions to then being energised at the successful
completion of expressing who I am now. Getting
clear about who I was broke the patterns, doubts
and beliefs that kept me limited and separated
from creating the better things in life that I
deserved to experience. It brought me to a place
of understanding myself so that I can make
conscious choices to support my goals, dreams,
and my definition of a successful life.

Q: What is the first book you read that had a real
impact on you and why?

A: When I read “The Alchemist”, I saw
correlations between the characters and the
journey in my life. “I love you because the entire
universe conspired to help me find you”, triggered
a deep shift in how I viewed myself and my
connections. For me it has become, “I love myself
because the entire universe conspired to help me
recognise who I am and value myself.” I saw that
getting out of my shell, doing things that seem
uncomfortable is the action required to get out of
my own way to live and thrive, not just survive.

Q: How did it feel when you
held your book in your hands
for the first time?

A: Holding the book was a
proud moment for me. I was
caught off guard by the
sudden realization of having
achieved radical self-directed
transformation. It was so
impactful that I had to sit
down, look at it, hold it, and
cry. After decades of feeling
that I was just surviving, I
realised that I had found a
life’s purpose to support and
foster self love, care, and
acceptance for everyone. I am
grateful for the experience of
stepping out of my comfort
zone to find that I can do
more than I thought I could.

Q: Are you planning on
writing more books similar to
your current one, a
completely different genre,
or is one enough?

A: My first book has inspired
me to continue writing. I am
currently working on another
book that I would describe at
this moment as the next
chapter of my life. This book
focuses on how to weave
together more of the pieces
for creating and living the
dream of your own personal
paradise. I discuss how to rise
up to the challenge of facing
the fear of uncertainty, a
healthy does of self-respect,
and what is a fresh start, just
to name a few.



Susan Payton

Susan Payton demystifies
the ‘art’ of storytelling, so
it never feels hard or
complicated. As a story
strategist, copywriter and
messaging geek, she
helps business owners
and marketers craft clear
messages and compelling
stories that launch
products, build brands
and create raving fans. In
a world where it is getting
harder to stand out from
the crowd, Susan is
passionate about showing
business owners how to
clearly articulate their
value by speaking to the
right people, at the right
time, with a simple
message and a great
story.

In a world that can feel disconnected, this
book will help you connect with the right

people and maybe even change your business
and life in the process” – Dan Meredith,

entrepreneur and international bestselling
author of How to be F***ing Awesome

THE BUSINESS 
OF STORIES

Every business owner should read this
book” – Richard Woods, award-winning

entrepreneur, BBC’s The Apprentice
personality and bestselling author

 

Q: Why did you want to write a book?

A: Telling my story changed my life. It really did. So, I knew first hand that storytelling in business
isn’t just essential, it’s a superpower! The problem was, I was offering a Done For You service and
so could only work with a small number of 1:1 clients. I knew I wanted to help more business
owners get the messaging and story piece right in their marketing, so I had to find a way to get
my process - which, at that point, still lived inside my head - out onto paper and into some sort of
step by step framework that business owners could follow. I realised the best way to help more
people was to write a book. 

Q: What message did you want your book to convey to the reader?

A: So many business owners, particularly those with ‘expert’ businesses, like coaches,
consultants, B2B service providers and online course creators, struggle to know how to use
storytelling strategically in their business. They don’t know which stories will deeply resonate
with their ideal client and allow them to stand out in their marketplace, so they longer have to
compete. 

The key message in my book is that you do have to be strategic about it, but it doesn’t have to be
hard or complicated. By following my process, readers can confidently harness the power of
storytelling to demonstrate their value, attract their ideal clients, stand out from the crowd and
get paid what they’re worth!

Q: How did it feel when you held your book in
your hands for the first time? 

A: Amazing. I was really emotional. 
When I committed to writing the book, I really
wasn’t sure if I had what it takes to do it. That
might seem strange, considering I’m a writer and
storyteller, but most of my work is about editing
down, so stories, copy and content are concise
and punchy. The idea of writing 35,000 words
was daunting. I also wasn’t entirely sure if I could
‘teach’ what I do to others, it felt so intuitive. So,
to go through the process of bringing my
methodology to life was an incredibly
enlightening experience and I got really excited
about putting it out there into the world. When I
finally held my book in my hands, and reflected
on the journey I’d been on to bring it to life, I felt
incredibly elated, grateful and emotional.

Q: What are you doing to ensure your
book is staying current and at the top of
people’s wish list?

A: I was pretty active on social media,
particularly Linked In, leading up to the
launch and continued to post regularly
afterwards. I’d had lots of amazing feedback
(one woman messaged me the day after it
was released to say she read it in one
sitting!) and a few 5-star reviews already, so
it was easy to post on a daily basis. Good
images help too, so I had some professional
shots done with me and my book. The other
thing I did was create a workbook to
accompany the book, as well as a ton of
bonus content. Lots of readers have
downloaded those from my website, so I’ve
been able to engage with them via email.



Kyle N. Scott

Kyle is Ontario-born, given a life against all odds when
diagnosed with a physical disability called Cerebral Palsy at
the age of sixteen months. Kyle always has determination,
has a never-give-up attitude, is able to show compassion, is
patient with others and he sees the good in people even
when they may not see it in themselves. Cerebral Palsy
changed Kyle’s life in so many ways, but he’s ultimately in
control of his life. Kyle has the steering wheel and he always
does his best to navigate the road ahead.

 

In A Split Second

This memoir is a must-read for
anyone who wants to understand

the thoughts, dreams and
perspective of someone living

with CP, all while maintaining a
sunny, “can-do” attitude against

all odds.
- Lian Cavarzan, B.A(Hons), B.Ed,

M.A(T), O.C.T.
 

I couldn’t put the book down!
This book needs to be read to
discover one man’s secret to

living life to its fullest potential!
- Joanne Gera

In a time when we have been
forced to pause, this book is a

strong reminder to take stock and
appreciate what is most

important in life, the
unconditional support of family

and friends in your village.
- Dennis Hamel, B.A, B. Ed.

 

Q: Why did you want to write a book?

A: During my teenage years, a family friend of
my uncle and aunt gave me a book entitled
"Growing up with Cerebral Palsy" that was
authored by her nephew. In my young and
vulnerable years, having cerebral palsy made
me uncertain about my future, for example,
whether I would be able to work and be
independent, or perhaps even fall in love.
Despite having CP, I continued to pursue my
hopes, dreams, and goals, yet I was uncertain
about what my future held. Through his book, I
became more confident and stronger as an
individual, never giving up on my goals and
dreams. His memoir inspired me and
encouraged me to reach for the stars! 
I hope that my experience can inspire young
people with cerebral palsy struggling through
those young and vulnerable years. 

Q: How much time did you dedicate each
day/week to writing your book?

A: In 2016, I began writing the book but gave
up too soon. I suppose I wasn’t ready back then
and needed time to figure out what the book
would be. In January 2019, I vowed to myself
that I would not stop typing until the book was
completed! When I started typing again in
2019, I only had 24 pages all in point forms. I
would spend between 4-6 hours a day every
day to type as much as I can in full stories.
There were times where I would wake up at 4-
5am to work on the manuscript or on my cell
phone when I'm away from home so I wouldn't
forget what I was thinking of the story at that
moment. 

An able-bodied person would normally type
with eight fingers plus a thumb for spacing. I,
on the other hand, use one, maybe two fingers
at any given time. Just think about the time and
effort you would spend typing with one finger! 

Q: How did it feel when
you held your book in
your hands for the first
time?

A: When I first opened the
box and picked up the
book, I had goosebumps
down my spine. I had to
pause to see whether this
was real or a dream. 

Holding onto something I
would never have dreamed
of doing in a million years,
but I realized at that
moment, goals and dreams
do become a reality if you
put your heart and mind
into them.

Q: What are you doing to
ensure your book is
staying current and at the
top of people's wish lists?

A: Keep networking! Keep
in touch with the disability
community, not just
locally, but globally.
Participate in podcasts and
events. Spread the word
about the book to schools,
libraries, hospitals, and the
community. Promote my
book on local television,
radio, book stores,
newspapers, social media
platforms, and the most
powerful of all, word of
mouth!



Aniko Hevizi Alicja Son Lavinia Milner-Gray Angela Maroosis

Ramona Stronach Anita Andor Dean Palfreyman Leanne HawkerAngela Roth Martin Sharp

Sofia Nordgren Sharon Brown

For those who are looking to learn more about living a healthy lifestyle. 
Each Author shares their own specialisms within this book aimed at educating

and guiding the reader through different areas of health and wellness.

How refreshing to find a book
about health written by

collaborators concerned with
improving the whole body and

mind. Each writer tackles a
different element of our

lifestyles so yes, it can become
healthier, but so we

UNDERSTAND WHY. Thank
you for making fitness 'real' and

about more than numbers,
labels and stereotypes. I feel

empowered learning about how
my body and psyche impact my

physiology.
 

-  A. Taylor

Guide to a Healthier Lifestyle

Q: Why did you want to write a book?

A: This book idea came from a bonus issue of MO2VATE Magazine we produced last July
which was dedicated to health. We then asked all of our Health Writers if they'd like to be
involved and the outcome was this fantastic value-packed edition.

Q: What message did you want your book to convey to the reader?

A: With so many different perspectives in different areas of health, there is something for
everyone within this book. The content covers many different areas and it's a really refreshing
read compared to a lot of other health books out there.

Q: How did it feel when you held your book in your hands for the first time?

A: This book is in my opinion, the perfect size, format, and look. It has a glossy cover which I
prefer and it stands out so a great feeling all round to see this and hold it. I think the Co-
Authors were pretty happy with it too.

Q: How would you deal with a bad review?

A: A bad review is one person's opinion and doesn't represent everyone. I take it on the chin, to
be honest. We can't be all things to all people so if anyone doesn't like the book, that's their
perspective. I think it would be hard to find someone who didn't like this book, however.

Q: What are your favourite genre of
books to read?

A: I love two types of books, business,
and fiction. By business, I mean anything
that gives me valuable information to
learn something new, a bit like this book.
I love a good thriller book for when I'm on
holiday.

Q: What would you have done differently, if
anything, in your process of writing your
book?

A: For collaborative books, we have a process
and a queueing system so we do this similar on
all of our projects like this. It's a great way to
allow the writers to get to know each other and
to come together in a team environment.



Publishing a book?
Get Featured with 
Author's Rising 

If you are looking to publish your
next book, do consider us! We offer
ALL the additional services needed
to make your book a success. We
also offer 12 months FREE (6
editions) as a double-page feature
in our Authors Rising Magazine on
all PREMIUM and ULTRA packages

6 editions per year
(every two months)

- keep current in
readers minds

Sent out to our
subscribed global

MO2VATE Magazine
list - giving you a far
reaching audience

 

Promoted through
our social channels

- build your brand
and reputation

 

Front and Back
Cover opportunity -

you'll be the first
faces to see when

our subscribers open
their inbox

 

Double page spread
- including, headshot,

front book cover,
reviews and Author

Q&As 
 

Show up to 3
reviews - showing

just how much
people value your

content
 

Print options
available (minimum

order) - send a
complimentary copy
to your clients and
showcase on social

and your website
 

One-off payments
or opt in for our

yearly subscription
keeping your book

alive in your readers
minds!

 

Plus membership  -
change your books,
lead magnets and 
e-books throughout
the course of your

membership 

Each magazine will
have a limit of 30

solo-authors
(double page

spreads) per edition

Collaborative
books are welcome
- with all Author head

shots displayed

Gain an instant
audience for your
book or books -
widen your scope

and credibility
Learn more at

thebookchief.com

Your advertising options

Plus Membership 
6 editions per year -

different books -
change books at

any time

Standard
Membership 

6 editions per year -
same book

Appear in 
3 editions

Appear in 
1 edition

Front Cover spot
(one edition only)

Back Cover spot
(one edition only)

£149 yearly £99 yearly

Terms & conditions apply

 £59 one-off 

£39 one-off £129 one-off £119 one-off



SINGLED OUT
For those who are looking to
learn more about living a
healthy lifestyle. 

Each Author shares their own
specialisms within this book
aimed at educating and guiding
the reader through different
areas of health and wellness.

How refreshing to find a book about
health written by collaborators
concerned with improving the whole
body and mind. Each writer tackles a
different element of our lifestyles so
yes, it can become healthier, but so we
UNDERSTAND WHY. Thank you for
making fitness 'real' and about more
than numbers, labels and stereotypes. I
feel empowered learning about how my
body and psyche impact my physiology.
-  A. Taylor

I thought when you left school you left
the bullies behind. This book gave me an
insight that even the strongest of people
can become the prey of a work bully. I
found the stories shocking to read that
this went on and the way it did from the
subtle to the blatant obvious. Reading
these allowed me to recognise the signs
to spot a work bully.
 - Book Lover

Q: Does writing energise or exhaust you?

A: I need to be in the mood to write but once I am, I can
easily write thousands of words in the one sitting. it ebbs
and flows and of course it depends on what I'm writing
about. Sometimes things just come into my mind which have
been triggered by a conversation or something I've seen.

Q: What message did you want your book to convey to the
reader?

A: This book was so important to me and the other co-
authors as it's our lived experience through either the
corporate world or our own business. It is an ongoing
problem and something we all agreed needed more
awareness. Many areas are not seen as bullying behaviour
and are dismissed by Managers and senior executives within
the working environment. They don't see the lasting effect
this has on peoples confidence, self belief and much more.
It's a definite problem and one with which I am truly
passionate about as I know the others are too.

Q: What is the first book you read that had a real impact on
you and why?

A: The first business book I read was the E-Myth and it had a
profound impact on the way I thought about business. I read
it very early on and it really has stuck with me. Some
fantastic advice in there and a real roadmap in the way
businesses run.

Q: How many other books do you feel you have in you?

A: As this is a collaborative book, the list will be endless as
we currently provide many book opportunities through all of
our platforms. I would however like to delve more into this
subject and add more books to this series which can allow
others to truly share their stories and feel heard through this
medium.

Q: Did you suffer from writers block at any point during the
writing process? if so, how did you get over it?

A: I think it's a process when you're writing any book or any
chapter for a book, especially one as delicate and sensitive
as this. Revisiting old wounds often disturbs our thinking and
emotional process and the urge to perfect our stories to
really get the point across becomes apparent on this journey. 

Q: Did you find writing a
therapeutic experience?

A: I personally found
writing my chapter for this
book and reading the
others a therapeutic
experience. It allowed me
to see things from differing
perspectives which I think
is all part of the healing
process. Most of our lived
experiences within
SINGLED OUT were a
number of years ago but
it's never something you
forget. You learn by it, you
become far more aware of
red flags and people with
the ability to dish out this
kind of treatment so that
in itself is a blessing.
Taking this book from idea
to completion was a roller
coaster and many I think
did release blocks within
themselves by seeing this
written down. You also
open up yourself to the
world and that's not the
easiest thing to do.

Q: What advice would you
give to someone else who
is considering writing their
own book?

Don't wait for the right
time. Just write it. If you
wait for the perfect timing,
you'll procrastinate to the
point you'll never do it. I
never thought in a million
years I'd have so many
books under my name to
date but the list keeps
going. just go for it!



Take a journey across the globe and
immerse yourself in the stories and
experiences of the 21 inspirational
women who have opened their souls
to bring you closer to the world of
adversity, strength, resilience and
success, within the pages of this
beautiful book.

Stories from 
Around the Globe

"What a brilliant
read. These
stories are so
inspiring, it
doesn’t matter
where you’re from
in this world,
there is someone
who’s story can
uplift you and
say, if they can so
can I."

Featuring Abbi Head, Ali Fleming, Andrea
Hochgatterer, Andrea Smith, Anita Andor, Anna
Goodwin, Annie Gibbins, Brenda Dempsey, Ceri
Griffiths, Elke Wallace, Emma Dunlop-Walters, Kim
Lengling, Kylie Anderson, Lisa Cobble, Lynne Page,
Rita Preston, Sarah Ross, Stefanie Lethbridge,
Phoenix Madley, Susan Totman, Una Rose

Q: Why did you want to publish this book?

A: This book is a collection of stories from
women from around the globe and is truly
inspiring. It is the first in our series of these
books and it really hits home to read about the
experiences across continents.

Q: What message does this book convey to the
reader?

A: This is part of our inspirational series of
books and it is just that. The reader will gain
insight into just how certain situations in life
can set us back a long way but the main
message is strength and resilience which many
of these ladies have had in bucket loads.

Q: How many other books in this series?

A: The list is endless here. We have our Men's
version being published very soon and we're
now onto Volume Three which is our next
women's inspirational version. We'll do it as
long as people would like to be a part of it.

Q: Did you enjoy working with the ladies
within this book?

A: I did indeed and this is part of the joy of
these collaborative books. You build
relationships and valuable connections, you
work as a team and you produce something
together which is unique and connects you. I've
enjoyed every minute of doing this project.

Q: Whose story touched you the most?

A: It's really hard to say as all of them are very inspiring. We have some MO2VATE award
winners in this book too but all stories have a valid lesson that we can learn from. I've just very
much enjoyed the whole experience working with these ladies.

Q: What do you do to collectively promote
these books?

My aim is to get everyone working towards the
same goal which is ultimately, publish a great
book and get it out there for the masses. I do
ask that everyone partakes in this but of course,
not everyone does. However the ones who are
on board with collaboration really do push it
out there.

Q: What advice would you give to someone
else who would like to be part of this series
of books?

A: You can be! It all starts with writing an
article for our magazine. If you're published
in the 'inspirational' section, then you'll be
offered the opportunity. We have other
books for business and health so nobody
misses out on taking part.



Laura Billingham was born and raised in
Sheffield but moved to the Derbyshire
Peak District in 2015 to focus on writing
and creating. “A Time for Grace” was her
debut novel, which was followed by an
anthology of short stories written during
one month during the first lockdown in
2020. Laura continues to write and her
head is full of ideas for subsequent fiction
works, but her current focus is helping
other people find their own written voice.

Laura Billingham
A Time For Grace

Ever read a book and never want
it to end? Ever finished that book

and woke up the morning after
wondering what on Earth you can

possibly replace it with? This is
that book! It has everything...,
history, time travel, humour,

passion, and a huge injection of
hope and that love and goodness
will prevail.. A definite long term

member of my bookshelf!

A great story in the time
travel/historical genre. A really

engrossing read and an
innovative approach to this kind
of story. Set to the backdrop of

the wonderful Carcassonne this is
a wonderful insight into the

period whilst delivering
believable and interesting

characters. All the emotions were
there: excitement, sadness, anger,
romance and happiness! A highly

recommended debut!
 

Q: Why did you want to write a book?

A: I was a voracious reader from an early age and also loved creating stories and make-believe
worlds - I was one of those kids in an English lesson who would have an idea for a story the
moment the teacher wrote a title on the blackboard (yes, I’m that old!). Grown-up life took
over my late 20s and 30s but the desire to create stories never went away, it just hibernated
until I had the space and time to let the words out. 

Q: How did it feel when you held your book in your hands for the first time?

A: Honestly - it’s the best feeling ever! (Well after holding my babies for the first time!) Finally,
the dream of having my stories out of my head and in print had happened and I was blown
away.

Q: What advice would you give to someone else who is considering writing their own book?

A: Just start! Do it for yourself, think what it is YOU like to read.

Q: What are your favourite genre of books to read?

A: It used to be sci-fi back in the day and I still love a well crafted tale set in space, other
dimensions, or fantasy worlds. Time slips became a favourite back in the 90s as I love the
dichotomy of a modern era individual dealing with historical events and situations.

Q: Are you planning on writing more
books similar to your current one, a
completely different genre, or is one
enough?

A: I have actually begun a second novel,
another time slip/time travel this time
partially set in Malta and featuring the
megalithic culture of the island. The main
character is an older woman as I’ve
realised how few books feature people of
my age.

 

Q: How many other books do you feel
you have in you

A: Probably lots!
if I gave myself the opportunity to
unleash them all! Writing is something I
love, and when I’m in flow the words
come very easily. My current focus on
helping others to spread their message
has kind of depleted me, but I know that I
can return to fiction writing whenever I
choose.



Lisa writes books and reads people. She is a
published author and psychic medium who is on
a mission to help 1 million people make a
positive change and live their best life. Being
diagnosed with stress, anxiety, and depression in
2011 and struggling to find a way through
without prescription medication is where her
journey began. The personal growth work she
has carried out has helped her recover from all
that life has thrown at her. Forced into lockdown
in 2020, she saw the perfect opportunity to
write her first novel based loosely on her life
experiences.

Lisa Billingham
Katie A New Chapter

This book is a truly wonderful read.
Honestly it’s not the usual book I go

for however I’m so glad I took a
chance on both the book and Lisa,

the author. The book is so relatable
even when reading the blurb it

doesn’t initially seem like it will be.
This is the book we all need to read!
Students should be reading this in

high schools (currently working with
year 9 students who need to read

this as some of them have such little
self worth.) so they can see the

behaviours of others that we think
we should accept aren’t the

behaviours we should be
experiencing from ourselves or
others. It’s it definitely an eye

opening read not only for females!
We need to do more to educate
people on how to BE KIND! As

shocking as that is to say in this day
and age but this book shows how

one persons kind actions can
completely turn your life around

(obviously not just their actions but
their support, trust and friendship!).

Well done Lisa, I can not wait to
read part 2. - Shelby Bamforth 

 

Q: Why did you want to write a book?

A: Initially, I didn't.It was never part of
my life plan until I set up a business in
2018. The idea, in the beginning, was to
write a business book, but after
attending a course, I decided to go
down the creative writing route.
Twelve months later, after being forced
into it (Covid,) I sat down to write it. 
My wish when writing my first book
was twofold. Firstly, to help me heal,
and secondly, to help others who are
struggling with some of the experiences
I've had, to heal and inspire them to
move forwards with their lives. 

Q: What message did you want your
book to convey to the reader?

A: That it's ok not to be ok, and there is
no shame in asking for help. My debut
novel, Katie, A New Chapter, is based
on my life experiences and touches on
deep subjects; mental health, abuse,
and major surgery. The book shows
there is nothing quite like the power of
human connection, building
relationships and supporting each
other. Set in the 1990s it also
demonstrates that we don't know what
struggles other people have, yet we are
quick to judge and assume.

Q: What advice would you give to
someone else who is considering
writing their own book?

A: Go for it! Writing a book is not easy
so, make sure you have the right help
and support. Ensure you have an
excellent editor and proofreader.
Engage a graphic designer to design
your cover for you. Be wary of who you
work with, if it doesn't feel right, don't
work with them.

Q: How did it feel when you held your book in
your hands for the first time?

A: Surreal is the closest to my initial feeling. I
kept staring at it as if it was an alien, which I
know sounds strange, but I couldn't quite
believe I'd done it. Once I was over the initial
shock, I was exhilarated but nervous. I'd
achieved something worth celebrating, but
what if people didn't like it? What if I'd wasted
all that time? Seeing the positive impact it's
having on people's lives from the reviews and
messages I receive has made it all worthwhile. 

Q: How much time did you dedicate each
day/week to writing your book?

A: I worked on my debut novel almost full-time.
Losing my job in Fuerteventura was a blessing
in disguise. Forced to come back to the UK, I
had the time to dedicate to writing. With the
help of a book coach, I was able to publish
within eight months. Some days I wrote next to
nothing, other days I wrote for 6 to 8 hours.
The tough parts of the book were a challenge.
I'd go days without writing just to avoid writing
a particular scene.

Q: Did you find writing a therapeutic
experience?

A: Yes. That was one of the reasons I wrote the
first book. I had been journaling on and off for
a decade. When I was flown home from
working in Fuerteventura in March 2020, I
decided to write my story. Doing it as a novel
meant the raw emotion of my past experiences
was captured along with learning a new
creative writing process. When I was writing
the abuse scene, I was reliving the experience.
Believing I had put it in the past, I was surprised
at how much it upset me. Writing about it
helped me face it and enabled me to move on. 



Finished this book in one sitting.
I have no doubt that it took great courage for the author to open herself up and write this; it’s

unflinching and she has my utmost respect and admiration for using such a personal approach. Her
use of actual text conversations takes you deep into the minutiae of a struggling relationship in a
way that’s easy to read AND difficult to read at the same time. It’s a quite unique approach which

works well.
 

Karen Ferguson

Karen is a published author, runs her
own coaching company and online
business, Global Mission Ambassador for
Stand Up Survivor, a Mo2vate Magazine
Inspirational Woman 2022 award
winner, inspirational survivor of cancer
and domestic abuse, mother of 2 and cat
owner. Karen’s next projects involve co-
authoring two further books, writing a
growing number of eBooks and articles,
building more collaborative projects and
becoming a voice for the survivors of
domestic abuse.

Thank you Karen for this honest book about mental and emotional abuse. The text message style of
writing really allows the reader to understand the mentality of this child-man! He is clearly lacking in

any emotional intelligence and as a past victim of this type of abuse I can relate to the selfish and
awful behaviour. I hope this book will help others.

My Life With a Sociopath

Q: Why did you want to write a book?

A: In May 2020 I started writing short stories on one of the social media platforms as a way to
pass the time and hopefully to make others laugh. As time passed, more and more people
joined in, the stories became wilder and so many people commented that I should write a book.
I don’t think they had this particular book in mind, but it did make me realise that I got a lot of
enjoyment from writing, especially when the content spoke to so many others.

Q: What message did you want your book to convey to the reader?

A: I wanted to make people aware that domestic abuse can happen to anyone, regardless of
age, gender, education or anything else. I really wanted people to understand that it’s never as
simple as ‘Why didn’t you just leave?’ and that abuse can creep up on you as you find a way to
survive your everyday life. The other thing that was very important to me was to offer hope to
those who are currently experiencing abuse.

Q: Did you find writing a therapeutic
experience?

A: Because this was partly biographical, to
begin with I found it very different having to
essentially re-live my experiences but once I
decided to approach it as a theoretical exercise,
where I was simply transferring the text
content from one place to another, it did get
easier. Writing the context taught me to allow
myself to both feel again and to be able to look
at the story more as a part of my past rather
than my future. 

Q: What is the first book you read that
had a real impact on you and why?

A: I honestly think The Secret had the
biggest impact. Not the first time I tried
to read it because it didn’t speak to me at
all, but the second time I picked it up it
definitely started me on a whole new
journey. I have come a long way since
that book and read a lot more, and far
more helpful information on the subject
but it did instigate my love of the Law of
Attraction.

Q: How did it feel when you held your book in your hands for the first time?

A: Firstly, I don’t know who was more excited to open that first big box of books, me or my
daughter, which was great because she told me how proud she was of me. It really was kind of
strange though, in that my name was there, the cover design was one I had agreed and yet I
don’t think I really believed that I had actually written it. It had almost seemed theoretical up
until that point.

Q: Are you planning on writing more books similar to your current one, a completely different
genre, or is one enough?

A:I don’t think one book would ever be enough, once you realise you love writing, there is no
going back. 



Tracey writes about subjects from her heart.  She put
pen to paper from an early age with her favourite
topics being nature, history and stories with happy
endings.  Over the years these themes have been
central to her surviving various events that have being
challenging, traumatic and often taken her to the edge
of her limits.

She is writing her first book using personal
experiences, research and voices of other survivors
and warriors of abuse and trauma.  “I want to empower
people to recognise the abuse and trauma they have
experienced, not feel alone and have ways they go
from surviving to thriving.”

Tracey Secker
The Way of a Warrior

“This book is a raw and personal
account of childhood trauma and abuse

and how it affects us into adulthood.
The author gives us personal

experiences of warriors and survivors
of abuse and trauma, and couples these

with theories and explanations of
trauma and abuse. 

 
Understanding how trauma and abuse

makes us feel, why it has lasted into
adulthood and how it makes us react in
different ways is central to this book.

The author uses how she has felt guilty
about childhood events, shame about

how this has led her to destructive
behaviours and her bad decisions along

the way regarding relationships, to
show others they are not alone in their

experiences.
 

There are ways to overcome cycles of
trauma, destructive behaviours and

patterns from childhood, and this book
will give you:

 
- details of methods how to do this

- examples from other warriors of what
they have done to find healing

- things to help you on the journey of
surviving to thriving

- ways to appreciate who you are, how
strong you are and where you can get

to
 

This is a must read to empower
everyone who has experienced trauma

and abuse in childhood – we are all
WARRIORS, we may not know it

yet…..but you will.”

Q: Why did you want to write a book?

A: I have always enjoyed writing ever since Mrs Grant my
English teacher showed me the wonder of words. I loved
escaping to different places, letting my imagination play out
scenes, describing beautiful place and bringing people to life.
When I was older I wanted to be a journalist, but life
conspired against me and that didn’t happen. But I kept
writing over the years as the passion never left me. It has
only been in the last few years that others have encouraged
me to take things further, and here I am in 2022 writing my
first book.

Q: What message did you want your book to convey to the
reader?

A: I spent many years not understanding what I was feeling,
why I reacted to certain things the way I did and thinking I
wasn’t worth much really. So I explored and researched over
the years to understand me more. I now know that the way I
was feeling was not unique and many people go through
childhood trauma and abuse. I also understand how it
follows us into adulthood, making us feel confused and often
lonely. My message is you are all warriors and there are
ways to not just survive but thrive.

Q: How did it feel when you held your book in your hands
for the first time?

A: I have always loved books, in fact I have always wanted to
own a book shop. A place where people could come to find
old books, new ones and the unique ones. The type of place
that had the smell of old paper, possibly dust, leather from
binding, but was a place a child and adult alike could
disappear into and spent hours searching.

My first book made me feel grown up, excited and
apprehensive all at the same time – I was learning to read at
school and it was daunting. But then I realised they were
magical places and turning the pages was always a whole
new world and experience.

Q: How many other books do you feel you have in you?

A: I have another two or three ideas already, but I know I
could just keep going. I love writing and want to do lots
more going forward. I’d also like to be part of some
collaborations and do some ghost writing.

Q: How much time did
you dedicate each day /
week to writing your
book?

A: At the start of the
process I was writing
about 500 to 1000 words
a week. This was both
manageable and I was
motivated to do it.
However, things took over
– life, work and my
insecurities about my own
abilities and subject I was
writing about. My advise
would be to just go at your
pace – some people can
write each day, some once
a week and others once a
month. It has to feel right
for you and not be a chore.
So go with the flow and
find your way of doing
things.

Q: Did you suffer from
writers block at any point
during the writing
process? if so, how did
you get over it?

A: I’m not sure I would call
it writers block or writers
lack of confidence in
herself and what she was
writing about. My book is
very personal to me and
has often been a challenge
to write. What I will say is
that if you decide to
publish through Book
Chief you will find the
most supportive people
ever – they will lift you up,
listen, be there and get
you to the end of your
journey.



The essential guide 
to ISBN’s

An ISBN stands for International Standard Book Number. This is a
numbering system for books and every book needs to have one! I’ve
set out a guide below to help you understand why you need one,
where you can buy one and what it’s used for!

What is an ISBN?

An ISBN is a 13 digit numbering system for your book. It is divided
into 5 groups of numbers with dashes between them. Your ISBN
numbers give information about the country the book will be
published in, the publisher, the title and a final verification number.

Where is the ISBN placed?

Your ISBN is placed in the copyright page (on occasion) and also on
the back cover accompanied by a barcode. If publishing on Amazon,
you can obtain a free ISBN and barcode from them. However, we
always advise buying these separately through your country’s main
supplier i.e. Nielsen in the UK and Bowker’s in the US, which allows
you to expand your reach for your book and potentially get it into
retailers.

Do I need a barcode?

As Publishers, we always advise you to buy an ISBN number and also a
barcode which gives you the added advantage of being able to scan
your barcode (should your book appear in book stores) which gives
more information directly through this. If you’re only planning to sell
your book on Amazon, you do not need to buy either an ISBN or a
barcode. 

How many ISBN’s will I need?

You will need an ISBN for each format of your book i.e. paperback and
hardback and eBook if you choose to sell out with Amazon or other
self-publishing software companies. It’s far less expensive to buy a
pack of 10 rather than just one.

When should I buy these?

It’s important to buy these before the full design of your book cover as
it must be placed on the back cover. 

I hope that’s answered some of your questions around ISBN’s, but you
can reach us at sharon@thebookchief.com if you need any further
information

Amazon Best Seller 
Is It Worth It?

Many new Authors aim to get to
that number #1 spot on Amazon so
they can grab that shiny coveted
badge…. BUT, is it worth the effort
or so called ‘paper it’s written on’?
We cover off some truths and
myths below to let you make your
mind up…

To get to be an Amazon Best Seller
status it can be done in two ways,
one of them easier than the
other… you decide which one you
prefer!

Reviews, sales, good keywords and
relevant but less popular
categories are all important to
have your book ranked on ‘merit’
and it’s not impossible to do this, in
fact it just takes a process. This is
of course the hardest way to do it,
but in the long run it may just
prove the best and most lucrative
way.

An easier way to do it is again to
try and get reviews, some launch
day sales but this time, you can
choose categories which may not
be as relevant to your book, but
still not popular and with less
competition. 

Amazon can also be contacted to
add your book to various other
categories which you can do
yourself. They can add you to up to
10 categories and the chances are
you could achieve #1 in any of
these if you choose carefully. It’s
important to do your research on
current titles which are similar to
your own book and take note of
the categories and ranking of
those books.

It’s still a great accolade to show off if you do get to that
number one status and it’s good to aim for this as many
people are learning the loopholes and it’s now becoming
saturated with best seller status badges. Like anything,
the more people who show one off the less powerful it
will become.

It’s good to note that Amazon updates every hour too, so
you may only be at number one for less than an hour and
in a different country, so keep your eye on it on launch
day and keep checking in to see it moving up the
rankings.



Ciara Heneghan is a Self Leadership Guide, Impact
Mentor, Writer, Poet, and Mom of 1 fabulous boy.

A multi-passionate Mamma with multiple
businesses and a wildly creative mind. A divergent
thinker, wild spirited rebel who sees the gaps and
understands how and when they need to be
bridged. Her writing is raw, truthful, lived and
sometimes a little, or a lot, goofy.

 

Ciara Heneghan
The Mother Ship

“The Mother Ship is a
book collaboration for
mothers, by mothers, and
everyone who isn't a
mother will get something
from it too. 

A journey into those
mothering moments that
we navigate alone even
when there are people
around us. 

Moments of hardship,
moments of worry,
moments of pride,
moments of fear,
moments of celebration, a
collection of moments
that will finally connect
mothers worldwide and
hopefully allow the
truthful and raw
conversations of what it is
to be a mother to be
unleashed.”

Q: Why did you want to write a book?

A: I wanted to write a book because I saw a gap in a space where no gaps should be.
The idea that moms go through so many things entirely alone, from their thoughts about
experiences with their kids, their emotions, their fears and questions, to the moments we
want to celebrate our kids and tell everyone ours are better than everyone's, because
they are, but are worried on all fronts that we may make someone feel less than stellar
about their parenting experience.

This book series is for all the mothers out there to share their true experiences of
motherhood, the good bad and everything in between and connect with mothers all
about the world and allow them the voice to share their too.

Q: What message did you want your book to convey to the reader?

A: The message this book series will convey is connection is vital and we need to do it
more, always in all ways no matter what.

Q: How would you deal with a bad review?

A: Dealing with a bad review is a lot like dealing with an opinion, it's none of my business.
Art is subjective and no 2 people will ever get the same thing from the same thing! If
someone loves it … cool! If someone hates it … cool! If someone is on the fence … cool!
Other peoples opinions are theirs to express any way they want.

Q: What are you doing to ensure your book is staying current and at the top of peoples wish
list?

A: I will be chatting more about my book in the coming days/weeks and months so people
will know its happening and will be on alert to buy it!

Q: What advice would you give to someone else who is considering writing their own book?

A: My advice to someone considering writing their own book is … STOP CONSIDERING!!!
Get to it, get it done. Do it! Fannying about wondering if you should or not is a waste of
time. You had the thought for a reason, we're not given these thoughts just to look at
them float on by. Take the thought and turn it into action. You'll be delighted you did!

Q: Are you planning on writing more books similar to your current one, a completely
different genre, or is one enough?

A: All the book collaborations will be the same type. And my own books will be slightly
varied. Watch this space…



Ellie is a Writer, Published Author, Podcast and
Writer's Retreat Host. She is based in the S.W.
Lakes region of Cumbria; in a little town where the
Fells meet the Sea in a Vale of Nightshade.

Ellie decided after many years in business and
education to settle in this romantic and historic
place to feed her creativity.

Ellie loves her dog, family, socialising ( especially
making and drinking Cocktails with her guests) and
getting involved with the many creative, artistic
and cultural events and activities locally.'

 

Ellie LaCrosse
Cowboys & Cocktails

"As a newly divorced
woman, Ellie had lost

herself somewhere along
the way and knew she

needed to do something
totally out there and

unique to regain her self
confidence and life back! 

 
This is a must read for any

woman who feels she is
‘over the hill’ and has left

the best part of life behind
her. THINK AGAIN! 

 
A witty and raw memoir
that will transport you to

another place and you’ll be
right there with Ellie
through her story of

discovery and unexpected
opportunities that literally

saved her sanity!"

Q: Why did you want to write a book?

A: The current memoir, 'Cowboys & Cocktails-
My Adventurous Gap Year in Warsaw' Is about
a neatly defined period of time in my life back
in the late 1990's. I'd just been through a
devasting divorce and I was working hard to
keep the roof over my head, raise my child as a
single parent and keep my temper in a job that I
really didn't like. An unexpected phone call
changed my life's direction with exciting
opportunities to teach overseas.

Q: What message did you want your
book to convey to the reader?

A:  I'm writing the current memoir, as a
way to encourage readers to have hope
when finding future relationships and
experiences in life after the trauma of
divorce. Understanding that it if you are
brave enough to break through the status
quo, the Universe will have your back!

Q: What are you doing to ensure your book is staying current and at the top of peoples wish list?

A: I find the whole process of marketing stressful. My first poetry book that I wrote and had
published is languishing on Amazon and a few lonely bookshelves in a few Independent
bookstores in Cumbria. I simply didn't understand the importance of the build-up to Pre-Release.
The building of a tribe of loyal 'fans' for when the NEXT book hits the shelves. 

I've developed an Author page on FB where I can build a loyal tribe of followers, post links and
merchandising. I've got a dedicated mailerlite link to a landing page for the new book which I'm
slowly building up a database of very interested book buyers.

I've also learnt to schmooze the Independent bookshop owners and offer to do readings, anything
to add value to THEIR customers. It's paid off. I'm part of a Poets relay-team in August at an event
in Kirkby Lonsdale that one of the bookshops who stocked my poetry book last year is organising.
I've just decided to screw my courage to the mast and just say yes to any opportunity to raise my
profile. Local radio will be targeted soon for information about my memoir. I'm a chatter-box, so
that's my perfect mileu!

Q: What would you have done differently, 
if anything, in your process of writing your book?

A: I think I would have blocked off dedicated writing time DAILY to keep the flow. I allowed too
many interruptions to the process. I'm the world's best procrastinator. It's amazing how clean
and sparkly my home gets when I sack-off my writing! 

I think I would also have invested in learning to use the software that came with my
Remarkable2 writing device. It was almost as quick to do it manually that to keep correcting the
device. I shall get more efficient in using it for the next book!



Public Speaking is a fear for many and is
actually the most common fear in people

across the world.
 

These Authors demonstrate that no matter
how much it is feared, it can be overcome.

 
Once you step into your fear and out of your

comfort zone, it can be one of the most
empowering experiences of all.

 

I love the wide variety of styles and 
stories in here - when a book is collated from
personal experience, you never know what to

expect but this book certainly doesn't
disappoint. 

Sofia Nordgren Sue Curr Ian Llewellyn-Nash Ellie LaCrosse

Jeanne Zierhoffer Nikie Piper Philip Horrod Ritu Sharma

Jose Ucar John Reed Mildred D 
Muhammad

 

Abbi Head

Jamie Wallace

Sam Dossa

Angela Roth

THE 
SPEAKERS
JOURNEY

 

 

A  B O O K  B Y  
T H E  S P E A K E R S  I N D E X

The real stories behind the stage! Experience the written
journeys of those who bravely share their adversities and

triumphs in public speaking

AMPLIFYING YOUR VOICE

V O L U M E  1

The Speakers Journey Q: Why do you think it was important
to create this book?

A: Many people suffer with a fear of
public speaking, in fact it's one of the
most common phobias in the world, so
it's important to show that fear can be
overcome. The Authors who've shared
their stories in this book are a shining
example of this and chose to step out
of their comfort zones to share with the
world.

Q: You had a terrifying fear of public
speaking yourself didn't you?

A: Yes I did and it's still not something I
would choose to do as a profession.
However, owning your own business
pushes you into situations you may
otherwise not have the opportunity to
experience, and that's exactly what
happened with me. 

I chose event management initially as a
professions which requires you to be
able to host events and stand up in
front of audiences. It was a process of
growth for me and now, although I'm
not in the events industry anymore, I
still host various events and book
launches and I feel confident doing this.

Q: It says Volume One, so you'll be
planning more of these books?

A: YES.... the first book is a super
powerful read and I'd love to see more
people get involved as not only does it
give the opportunity of becoming an
Author or multi published author, but it
connects you to the other speakers and
allows you to work collaboratively too.

Q: How would you deal with a bad
review?

A: I think everyone has different taste so
if it's a genuine criticism, then I'd take it
on the chin. I think with these kinds of
book though, it would be difficult to
criticise it is full of personal stories from
the Authors which are above all else,
inspirational. 

Q: What advice would you give to
someone else who is considering being
part of a collaborative book like this, or
writing their own memoirs?

A: The best advice I can give is be
yourself. The reader of any book is
looking for a few things depending on
the genre, but for a memoir, it's
important to connect emotionally with
your audience. Being authentic and
sharing your vulnerabilities is a great
way to get people on board and wanting
more.

Q: When is the next one in this series
out?

A: We are currently looking for Authors
for our next one, so when we get 10 or
more, the process will begin again for
Volume Two. I hope people take it up as
it's such a cathartic experience and a
great way to get to know others and
connect through common ground.



Mildred is an award-winning Global
Keynote Speaker, Certified

Consultant with the US Dept. of
Justice/Office for Victims of Crime,
Speaker for the US Dept. of State,

CNN Contributor, 
Domestic Abuse Survivor, 

Certified Domestic Violence
Advocate, Trainer/Educator,

Certified Professional/Personal
Development Consultant, 

11X-Author, and 
#1 Amazon Bestselling Author. 

 
To name just a few of her accolades!

Mildred D. Muhammad is a Domestic Abuse Survivor
and Certified Domestic Violence Advocate. She
travels and speaks on a global platform as the ex-
wife of the DC Sniper to discuss her life of terror,
abuse, and heartbreak, all while promoting Domestic
Abuse/Violence Awareness and Prevention.
Mildred's experience has strengthened and expanded
the scope of her mission. She is currently working on
"In The Midst of Chaos", a trilogy of anthology books.
In October 2022, the first book will be released. Her
most recent award is being listed in Who's Who in
America as the recipient of the Albert Nelson
Marquis Lifetime Achievement Award.

Mildred D Muhammad
In the Midst of Chaos

One of the Nation's most
powerful advocates for victims

and survivors of domestic
violence. 

 
- WROC-TV, Rochester, NY

You are a very great Orator!
 

- Dr Oz

Q: What message did you want your book to convey to the reader?

A: With this book, I wish to convey the notion that "home is the most dangerous place to be,"
in the hopes of raising awareness about domestic abuse and violence. Domestic
abuse/violence has evolved from a worldwide epidemic into a worldwide pandemic within a
pandemic. The contributing authors are women and men from all over the world who share
their stories of abuse, escape, and resilience in the face of adversity in order to survive within
themselves and their communities.

Q: How did it feel when you held your book in your hands for the first time?

A: I felt a range of emotions the first time I held my first book in my hands. I was relieved to
hold my story in my hands. I was afraid that the entire world would know everything about
me, and I would not be prepared for the negative comments that would follow. Now that I've
had the courage to share my story, I'm glad I did.

Q: Are you planning on writing more books similar to your current one, a completely
different genre, or is one enough?

A: My goal is to finish the trilogy in my In the Midst of Chaos series. Individuals that come
forward to tell their stories in my anthologies inspires me. 

I have no idea how many books I have within me. I'm confident in my ability to complete my
trilogy with two more. The only way to know is to wait. I'm willing to be inspired to write as
many titles as I possibly can.

Q: What would you have done differently, if anything, in your process of writing your book?

A:  I would suggest that you research everyone who comes to you claiming that they will help
you. Don't second guest your instincts. They are not wrong.



This book highlights the life journeys
of 10 inspirational men from
different parts of the world, who
have faced challenges that could
easily have set them back in life, but
instead they used their experiences
to push themselves forward and
create a life they choose.

Our hope is this book speaks to
those who are currently going
through challenges and allows them
to realise there is light at the end of
the tunnel. Persistence and
determination and the sheer will to
get through challenges is what has
driven these Authors to where they
are in life now and they want you to
know, you can do it too.

Stories from Around the Globe 
Inspirational Men Edition 2022

Adam 
Claxton

Ian 
Llewellyn-Nash

Dean
Fox

Mark 
Wood

Kyle 
Scott

Phil
Horrod

Sam
Ortyl

Satwinder
Sagoo

John 
Reed

Martin
Sharp

Q: What makes this book different?

A: It's not often you can get a group of
men to get together to share personal
details about their lives and that's why
this book is particularly special as none of
these men have held back. They are
sharing their truths in such a way that it
can't help but inspire other men to do the
same.

Q: Did you enjoy working with this
group?

A: It's been an absolute pleasure working
with all of them. They've all really pulled
together and supported each other and
connected with each other too which was
really great to see. As a collaborative
group, I couldn't have asked for a better
team.

Q: What would you say to men who are
thinking about telling their stories?

A: I'd say, please do. You never know who
you are inspiring or motivating along the
way and it's such a cathartic experience
for all who choose to do this. They are
owning their stories and sharing it for the
greater good. It's frightening putting
yourself out there but it's also very
freeing.

Q: Did any particular story stand out to
you?

A: There are parts of many of these stories
and experiences which resonate with me
and things that have happened in my life.
this book isn't just for men, it's for
everyone and it's captivating in places
where you really won't want to put it
down. I commend anyone who has the
courage to share their truth.

Q: How can others get involved in doing a
book like this?

A: All of our Authors in this book were
part of our mens inspirational magazine
which we bring out every December. We
then give everyone in this edition an
opportunity to be part of this book. Ten of
the men chose to do it and we're very glad
they did. To get involved, we just need a
500 word article submitted for our
November Inspirational Men's edition
which you can submit through the
website. Get in touch if you need more
details.

Q: What gave you the idea to produce a
book like this?

We do it after every Inspirational issue so
in March we have the Women's
Inspirational Issue which aligns with
Women's International Day on 8th March.
We do the same for Men's International
Day on 19th November. It's a great way to
celebrate your story.

Inspirational, motivating and
captivating! It’s rare to find a book
which shares the stories of ordinary
men facing and overcoming
extraordinary challenges. It’s moving,
captivating, inspiring and motivating all
at once. Highly Recommended!!

Significant messages of hope,
Inspiration and perseverance from
men who are sharing openly
In a world with struggles and set
backs, it can be a lonely place. And
with male suicides increasing
everywhere, there has never been a
time when it is more important to
share messages of hope, Inspiration
and perseverance.

This book is inspiring, motivational and
contains such powerful stories. A
credit to all those involved for writing
about how they’ve overcame many
things from mental health illness,
trauma and how they turned pain in to
something positive.



Amidst the pandemic,
Rita merged into world
of collaborative
authorship in the When
Grace Found Me series
(2020) and Stories
From Around the Globe
series (2021). Currently,
she is cultivating her
first solo book as
autobiographical humor
(release date January
2023).  An Ambassador
for Mo2vate Magazine,
Rita has been dubbed a
“storyteller” by friends
and family. 

 

Rita Preston
My Life is a Meme

Rita Preston, author and model, spent 32 years in
the tax and financial service industry before
pursuing her passion of writing. An exuberant
motorcycle enthusiast with her husband of over 3
decades and proponent of military veterans, she is
active in many community events. 

 

Q: What message did you want your book to convey to
the reader?

A: That’s an easy one for me to answer! I want people to
remember that there is always a reason to smile. Laughter is
healing and we sometimes forget that when we are caught
in the middle of drama, serious emergencies, family
calamities, work stresses, and other weird situations. Those
moments may not be initially funny, but if we can look back
and find even a grin, then we know we can survive.

Q: Did you find writing a
therapeutic experience?

A:  Writing has served as a personal
form of therapy since I was able to
hold a pencil and form letters in
primary school. I love to write! I
was homebound due to the
“pandemic shutdown” for a couple
of months and rekindled my
creative writing skills. Writing is
soothing to my soul.  More to
come!

Q: Did you suffer from writers block at any point during the writing process? if so, how did you
get over it?

A: Writer’s block? Absolutely! I have found that sometimes I must start at the end of the story and
work backwards if I cannot comfortably frame the beginning!  Other times, I walk away for days or
weeks whilst living life away from the story while the content gets remolded in my mind. Our
current world situation can throw boulders in front our pens, making it nearly impossible to put
words on paper. I have been blessed with an amazing writer’s support group – we encourage each
other when we are at a standstill and other related quandaries!

Q: Are you planning on writing more books similar to your current one, a completely different
genre, or is one enough?

A: Hmmm. If well received, I would love to write more books based on my first solo book, utilizing
the genre I have dubbed: autobiographical humour. Even if not well received, I may continue to
share my weird sense of wit with the world!  I also enjoy sharing my personal faith experiences
and dabbling in fiction (from scary to sweet). 

Q: What advice would you give to someone 
else who is considering writing their own book?

A: If you have ever thought about writing your own book, however fleeting the thought, do it and
do not look back! Whether or not you want to be a world-famous author raking in tons of cash,
do not put it off. Write those words. Tell your tale. Leave a legacy for your family and friends!
Share! Scare! Split sides! Strengthen! 

Whatever your genre, take the leap of faith. One book or a
hundred, write, write, write. After the children go to bed, before
you go to work, over lunch. If it is your love, express it.



As qualified Naturopathic Nutritional Therapist,
Craniosacral practitioner and Wellbeing Coach
with an extensive knowledge in all areas of
natural and energy healing I love bringing it all
together to support my clients in their own
quest for health on all levels, mental, emotional,
physical and spiritual.

My life long search for answers about health,
stress and wellbeing combined with a love for all
things natural has prompted me to put pen to
paper and finally overcome a deep seated fear of
writing. The time has come to share my own
thoughts and experiences for others to benefit.

Andrea Hochgatterer
The Stress Maze

Tina Bakardzieva Tracey Secker

Laurence Nicholson Fenella Hemus

Su Winsbury Ramona Stronach

Beverly Radley Elke Wallace

Nicole Price

Q: Does writing energise or exhaust you?

A: Daunting because I never thought I could
write ( though I wanted to I didn’t dare to, just
didn’t have the confidence) and exhilarating
because once I started, words just came
flooding out of me, pure magic and total
enjoyment to be honest!

Q: What message did you want your book to
convey to the reader?

A: The message of the book is to dig deep and
find your answers. Stress will always be in our
lives, it’s how we deal with it that matters.
Adding Co Authors and people’s real stories
gave another dimension and depth to the book  
which in turn inspired and me to write more,
change my perspective and as a result
produced a much more rounded and complete
experience for the reader.
Co authoring was definitely the right decision
for this kind of book.

Q: How many other books do you feel you
have in you?

A: I feel I have a few more books in me, the
first one was only to test the waters so to
speak. I'd love to Try my hand at 
Some semi-fiction (hybrid of family history and
fiction), some work books and May be one
purely fiction as that is what I love reading
myself.

Q: How much time did you dedicate each day
/ week to writing your book?

A: I spent a lot of time choosing and contacting
the right co-authors, the rest was a lot of
research and for six months keeping my eyes
and ears open for things to keep me excited
and motivated. Most of all it was about keeping
the faith and trusting my vision of what I
wanted the end product to be .

Q: How much time did you
dedicate each day / week
to writing your book?

A: I was sort of writing
every day, sometimes just
jotting down ideas and
phrases, other times solid
2- 3 hours once I got in the
flow I had to do it without
interruption as I find it
difficult to pick up a thread
later. As I mentioned
before the jumping back
and forth between the
factual research to my own
voice and building research
into real experience and
still making it into a good
read was probably the most
difficult thing to achieve.

Q: What advice would you
give to someone else who
is considering writing their
own book?

A: Just write, whether
that’s a morning journal or
a daily letting off steam,
keep the pages, read them
and see a theme and story
unfold; don’t get brainy
about it, just go with your
emotions, heart,
imagination and trust
yourself and what’s coming
out of you instinctively, I
promise you it will work
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The Small Business
Owners Handbook
Mo2vate Magazine

A compilation of business insight across
many different areas from finance,
emotional intelligence to podcasting,
collaboration and publishing plus many
more… a handbook you can’t help but
learn from!

“Really great read
with some fantastic
business takeaways”

“A must read to take
on board the
experience these
business owners
share, so as not to
make the same
mistakes”

"Really interesting
read! I look forward
to being part of the
next one!"

Q: Why do you think this book
could help business owners?

A: The knowledge shared in
this book is fantastic. The
articles were originally
published in MO2VATE
Magazine and so we have a
wealth of knowledge in
different areas from very
different business owners. This
in itself makes for a great read,
but readers will definitely have
quite a few valuable takeaways
in here across topics.

Q: What made you want to
produce a book like this?

A: The magazine has been
going for over 2 years now and
we've had such fabulous
articles submitted to us. I
thought it would be great to
compile this information into
one book that stands out and
allows the contributors to shine
a light on their knowledge once
more. As a business owner I
love to read other business
owners insights and so this
seemed like the perfect way to
do that.

Q: This is another collaborative
book through the magazine,
how many more are you
planning?

A: As our format for the
magazine changes there is huge
opportunities for contributors
to take part in upcoming
volumes of these books and
possible more. I'll never put a
number on it as the sky is the
limit when it comes to book
opportunities and new ideas. I'll
keep doing collaborative books
as long as there are those who
wish to take part in them.

Q: What other books are
pending for you at the
moment?

A: We have our Articles
of Substance book
coming out and then our
Stories from around the
Globe, Volume Three this
year, so I'm also very
excited about these two.
We were hoping to do
another book around
Resilience which would
be a charity project so we
may push that back to
2023.

Q: This book seems more
straightforward as you're
lifting it from articles that
have already been
written, is that accurate?

A: Yes we've used articles
that have been published
but each Author had to
give permission to take
part in this edition of the
book and we have 18
people including myself
and the team taking part
as we've also published
some of our work in the
magazine. We're trying to
give as much information
about different topics as
we can in this book and
I'm very much hoping to
have it ready by the end
of August and ready to
order!



After running a family retail business for 30
years and selling that business to a national
retailer, Mark set up the Reluctant Leader
Academy to help business owners with the
challenges of leading a team and how to remain
motivated in their role. During 2021, the second
year of the pandemic lockdown, Mark wrote a
book which was published in December 2021.
“Motivated, the reluctant leaders guide to
building a business that sets you free” walks you
through the 7 step M.E.A.S.U.R.E process that he
uses with his clients and was the inspiration for
setting up The Motivated Business Club.

Mark Terrell
Motivated

This is a well-rounded book that
dives into many aspects of

motivation and what drives us. 
 

I took a lot away from the theories
explored and dip in and out when I
need to keep on track. Mark's own
personal experiences blended with

theory make for an interesting read.
- Paul Smith 

A clearly written, concise, and
logical book that takes you on

Mark's 7 step journey that certainly
motivated me and gave me a few
"aha" moments. It is jam-packed
with examples, resources, other

relevant books to read, and visuals,
all wrapped up in Mark's business

journey experience which makes it
all so relevant. 

 
I am sure I will dip back into it many

times and have already
recommended it as a "must-read"

book to several people.  
- Alex Hughes

 

Q: Why did you want to write a book?

A: I had been thinking about it for a
while and then when the pandemic hit
it seemed like the perfect opportunity,
the time I needed was made available,
so I grabbed. I had been following a few
people on social media that had written
a book and I realised how it can be a
powerful marketing tool as well as
confirmation that I know my stuff.

Q: What message did you want your
book to convey to the reader?

A: I wanted to share my journey in the
book and relate it to my motivation as I
know when I was motivated, I was
much happier and more productive.
The message is to treat motivation like
you should your physical and mental
fitness, it needs regular attention and
some knowledge about what is right for
you

Q: What advice would you give to
someone else who is considering
writing their own book?

A: Join a writing group to keep you
accountable, I don't think I would've
stayed focused on writing if it wasn't
for my group. We were encouraged to
post into the group our word counts
every week and to be honest about
how we were feeling. There were times
when I wasn't feeling it, so I jumped
into the group to see what was going
on and that was enough to keep me
focused.

Q: How much time did you dedicate each day
/ week to writing your book?

A: I gave myself 6 weeks to write 30,000
words, I wrote about 1000 words per day when
I had time. I was conscious of not putting too
much pressure on myself, so the words were
not forced out of me. In the end it took me 7
weeks to get to first draft stage and then
another 3 weeks to edit to the point I could
send to some beta readers for their feedback. 

Q: Did you suffer from writers block at any
point during the writing process? If so, how
did you get over it? 

A: Yes, a few days I sat down, and nothing
seems to flow so I left it and came back later or
the next day. I found I was more productive
with my writing when I was relaxed and didn't
have too much else on my mind. I spent a
couple of weeks planning out the book before I
started writing so I knew what topic I needed
to cover, some came easier than others.

Q: What are you doing to ensure your book is
staying current and at the top of people's wish
list?

It is on my homepage of my website, and I
mention it in my social media posts from time
to time. When I'm at a networking event,
particularly in person, I make sure I have some
copies with me to sell or to give to someone
that Could potential be an ideal client. To keep
my book's content current, I created a landing
page with some extra resources which I update
from time to time.



Lisa writes books and listens to spirit. She is a
published author, inspirational speaker and
medium on a mission to help 1 million people be
themselves. Forced into lockdown in 2020, she
saw the perfect opportunity to write her first
novel based loosely on her life experiences. She
has since published her 2nd novel and is
currently writing her 3rd. Whilst in lockdown,
she also set up her business to help others using
her psychic abilities and writing skills.
Lisa is a naturist, teetotal, and loves writing,
dancing and dolphins. And she will read almost
anything.

Lisa Billingham
Tom, The Next Chapter

Your book Tom, The Next
Chapter is amazing like Katie, A

New Chapter… When is your
next book out?

 
Mrs K Baughan

Reading Tom, The Next
Chapter at the moment and

just like the other book, I can’t
put it down. 

 
Mrs Ellis

Great books
 

M Hochhiemer
 

Q: How many other books do you feel
you have in you?

A: Lots! When I wrote the first one, I
left it open to write more, and I suppose
I was testing the market with it. As
readers resonated with the characters,
people asked me when book two was
out, and now, they are asking about
book three. I have five planned for this
first series, and I'm working on a book
about my spiritual journey and a
screenplay for Katie, A New Chapter,
the first book in this series too. The sky
is the limit.

Q: What message did you want your
book to convey to the reader?

A: That it's ok to ask for help if you're
struggling with your mental health.  I
was writing about army life for book
two, a subject I did not know. I did
extensive research and hit quite a few
obstacles along the way. At one point I
thought I would have to rewrite 68,000
words. I knew that PTSD and mental
health issues were rife within the forces
as I have friends who served. I wanted
to show the reader that they weren’t
alone. You never know what other
people are thinking or experiencing.

Q: Did you suffer from writer's block at
any point during the writing process? If
so, how did you get over it?

A: Yes. I found doing something else
helped. I'd walk or swim or take myself
to a tea room. I'd often write in the tea
room as the change of scenery would
start my creative juices to flow again.  I
would also, on occasion, write
something completely different, like a
short story or a blog, or I'd research for
the book. 

Q: Does writing energise or exhaust you?

A: It can often be both.I love writing. I love
helping others through my writing, and most of
the time writing energises me. It's my passion,
after all. Sometimes though, if I'm writing an
emotive chapter, as I did in both Katie, A New
Chapter and Tom, The Next Chapter, it can be
exhausting. The emotion comes through in my
writing, which was the intention, but I have to
remember to protect and conserve my energy.

Q: What would you have done differently, if
anything, in your process of writing your
book?

A: If I'd known when I wrote Katie, A New
Chapter, that I was going to write a series, I
would have planned them a little better. I have
to keep checking timelines and, on occasion,
taking poet licence to make them fit.Having
said that, the characters would have thrown
the plan out of the window anyway. I know, I
sound crazy, but my characters misbehave, and
anything I write that they aren't happy with
usually gets edited out.

Q: What are you doing to ensure your book is
staying current and at the top of people's wish
lists?

A: I self-published through various channels,
originally Amazon, but I've added them to
others to extend my reach.  I love attending
writers' networking and author events, and I
have a social media presence. In September
2022, I became a volunteer associate writer for
The Sparks Young Writers Project with Writing
West Midlands, which I absolutely love doing. I
find it's more about doing/attending the things
I enjoy than forcing myself to do traditional
marketing.



I love this book! Steve uses just enough science to explain the process but not too much to bore you.
He uses examples from his own life to demonstrate and show you how you create your world. If
you’ve been a student of the law of attraction and haven’t had that kind of success you've been
looking for, Steve takes you on a journey that brings your understanding to a whole new level.

 
- Dr. Kris Belfry, Chiropractor and Healer

 

Steve Martile

Steve Martile started as a mechanical
engineer then became a life coach.
Today he runs a marketing agency that
helps Entrepreneurs build their
businesses. Steve has 1.5 million + views
on his Youtube channel, and is known
for his 7-day manifestation experiment.

I found the book to be relentlessly exhilarating. This book delivers a sequence of ahas, of sweet,
alluring points of observation that make the reader feel alive.

 
- Debo Sarkar, Engineering and Strategy Consultant

7 Day Manifestation 
Experiment

Q: What message did you want your book to convey to the reader?

A: My book is based on a Youtube video that I published in 2013 that is called the 7 Day
Manifestation Experiment and has nearly half a million views.

The first time I shared this technique on my blog, I quickly had more than 300 comments.
People from all around the world shared their intentions and results from their own 7-day
manifestation experiments. Some people connected with long-lost friends, attracted
unexpected money or new cars. One person even attracted a brand-new house.

The reason I wrote this book is to remind you that you are the co-creator of your world. I
wanted to give you easy-to-follow tools to manifest the life of your dreams. You are the
wizard. You are the magician. You are the painter. You are the Picasso of your life. It’s all you.

Q: What are you doing to ensure your
book is staying current and at the top of
people’s wish list?

A: My primary role in my company is in
sales so I am constantly talking to new
people each week and sharing my book
on our calls. I have been actively
promoting the book among friends, family
and my extensive LinkedIn Network,
which has been fruitful as the book is
now selling. I'm also actively sharing my
book on Youtube and working with a
foreign rights agent to get my book
published in other languages.

Q: How much time did you dedicate each day /
week to writing your book?

A: It took me about 4 months from idea to
being published. The reason I was able to
complete the book so quickly is because most
of the content was already available in the form
of Youtube videos and blog posts I had
developed over the years. Where there were
gaps in the chapters, I would spend time
'talking' through the concepts of my book,
transcribing those audio files and adding them
to the chapters. That's how I was able to
complete the book so quickly.

Q: What advice would you give to someone else who is considering writing their own book?

A: First, get someone to help you create a solid plan for your book. Once you have an outline
that you're happy with, find someone you are comfortable with to talk out your ideas and
capture the essence of your message via audio recordings. When you create the content this
way, ideas flow much faster and it won't take you months or even years to get your book
written and published.

There is a belief among aspiring authors, that if the book is created too quickly then it will be of
low quality, but that's a false premise. The truth is that having a developmental editor to bring
your ideas and content to life can help you create a high quality book that people want to read.

And that's the final step. Once you have your first rough draft completed, hire a developmental
editor. For me personally, it was eye-opening to see how the right editor can make your book a
page turner that is exciting to read.



Ramona Stronach is the founder of Tap Your
Possible and an author. Ramona is passionate
about supporting people re-connect to
themselves beyond their beliefs and
perceptions that keep them stuck in life using
the powerful energy tools of Emotional
Freedom Technique (EFT) and Matrix
Reimprinting.  

Ramona Stronach
Tap Your Possible

She left her profession as
a Social Worker to align
with her inner impulse to
discover what was
possible for her own life;
this journey continues to
evolve and she loves to
facilitate others tap into
their possible.Ramona
trained with Master Karl
Dawson, EFT Founding
Master, creator of Matrix
Reimprinting and Hay
House Author.

Ramona Stronach's book is
an absolute must-read for
anyone looking to break
free from limiting beliefs,
thought patterns, and
negative emotions. As
someone who has
personally experienced
the power of EFT, I can
attest to the
transformative effect this
book has on restoring
balance and clarity!

Q: Why did you want to write a book?

A: I have long held a desire to write a book with
an encouraging message although I was not sure
what this would look like content wise. I
envisioned my first book to be a children’s book
because I found children’s books magical as a
child, however, as Life has a way, I was
introduced to Mo2Vate Magazine and found
myself writing an article which was chosen for
publication around the time I was setting up my
business, Tap Your Possible. A door then opened
to join The Book Chief’s writing accountability
group and Tap Your Possible the book emerged! 

Q: Does writing energise or exhaust you?

A: Writing energises me; I love how engaging it
is, it feels like shutting the door to the outside
world and becoming absorbed in another
dimension. Writing brings me to myself more; I
hear my voice on a deeper level because it cuts
through the surface level chatter of my mind. I
find it very therapeutic. I feel that if writing
became exhausting for me, I would stop; I
believe in honouring feelings and tuning into
their messages so I would take it as a sign that
my writing has run its creative course -time for
something new to come through!   

Q: What message did you want your book to
convey to the reader?

A: My hope is for readers to take away the
message that they can whatever their
circumstances, live into and experience what is
possible for them through re-connection to
themselves using the transformative energy tool
of tapping. When we cultivate a deeper
relationship with ourselves we begin to rely less
on potentially harmful and disruptive things
outside of ourselves to fill unmet needs within
us. We gain access to our wisdom easily. When
our energy field is clearer from ‘stuff’ we have
been carrying around energetically, we serve
ourselves better and others; we positively affect
the collective consciousness. 

Q: What would you have done
differently, if anything, in your
process of writing your book?

A: I would have taken myself off for a
few months to a log cabin near the
mountains and sea to write, however,
it was not meant to be this time
around but I am very open and
receptive to this happening in the
future! In fact, I often visit my future
self with some tapping in the matrix
about doing this one day! As it
happens, writing in the often chaotic
hub of a family home has been fine
and actually expelled a belief of mine
that in order to write, the environment
has to be perfect! 

Q: Did you suffer from writers block
at any point during the writing
process? if so, how did you get over
it?

A: Amazingly, I didn’t suffer from
writers block as such, however, my
attention from writing was pulled
away by ‘life happenings’ as I call it, so
the timeline I had in my head did not
materialise and I had some pretty big
gaps in between writing!  However, I
am a great believer in the right time-
space for all things. There were times
throughout the writing journey where
I experienced anxiety about writing -
mostly during those early hours of the
morning when the mind can throw up
fears. As a tapping practitioner, I used
tapping to face the fears. 



Merry ChristmasMerry Christmas
From The Book Chief


